NOTE: The tank to the top left is not accessible to the lone orca – that is exclusively for the belugas.

For Orca, Marineland of Canada has two tanks (+ a temporary small medical tank) [i.e., three less tanks than the 5 required under the French Decree]

The Gates are only approximately 2.6 m wide. [It isn’t clear if the requirement is for an adult male or an adult female to pass through, regardless, they are too narrow]

Size in m² = 366.8 + 868.45 = TOTAL AREA 1235.35  [this is 2264.75 m² smaller than the requirement under the French Decree]
No tank deeper than the required 11m (rather it appears that the deepest is no more than 3m) therefore the orca tank(s) [completely fail the 'more than 50% should be at least as deep as 11 m]

EXTRACT from the French Decree, Article 7 states for ORCA:

"For specimens of the species Orcinus orca, the establishment has at least 5 basins all interconnected with one another."

"All the basins are linked together by doors that allow two animals to cross easily".

"The minimum total available space for each species of hosted cetacean must take into account the number of specimens and the average adult size of the species for the species concerned."

"The total area of the interconnected basins represents:

- for the species Orcinus orca, at least 3 500 m2 and each specimen of Orcinus orca has a minimum area of 800 m2;"

"The minimum depth of the basins on half of the total area is 11 m for Orcinus orca"